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• Opportunity
Student
aviators
fly high
By Melissa Paquette
City Editor
Chris O'Connor casually
walked around the small four-seat-
er airplane checking the wing and
tail flaps, extracting small amounts
of fuel to check for contamination
and measuring the oil.
"OK," he said. "I think she'll
fly."
O'Connor is a certified flight
instructor and a member of the
University of Maine Flying Club.
Although the four-seater O'Connor
flew out of Bangor International
Airport Friday belongs to him and
one other man, the club has its own
two-seater plane, a 1980 Cessna
152.
According to O'Connor, the club
originally formed in the early 1970s
and currently has 34 or 35 mem-
bers.
"Primarily, we try to make it
available to the campus communi-
y: students, faculty, staff, alumni,"
Spectacular views of UMaine greet members of the UMaine Flying Club while they
 take
advantage of the opportunity to earn piloting experience. (Joel Page Photo.)
O'Connor said. "And beyond that,
if we don't have an involvement
that warrants not opening it up to
the outside, we'd have associate
members, people in the public at
large that are interested in flying."
Most of the people who join the
club do so to learn how to fly,
O'Connor said. Members pay $28
an hour to use the plane, which is
held at the BIA, and $20 an hour for
Black Bear Band
let
Maine Homecoming marching band. (Joe Lachowski Photo.
a flight instructor. O'Connor said
there are seven or eight flight in-
structors in the club who are avail-
able to give lessons.
"The club has several flight in-
structors that have signed off on the
constitution," O'Connor said.
"They've read the flight rules and
they agree to abide by the rules.
Basically any instructor that signs
off on that can instruct on the club
plane."
Associate Professor of electri-
cal and computer engineering Rick
Eason, is the club's adviser. He
said the club offers the most to its
student members.
"It's an opportunity to fly and
more importantly it's an opportuni-
ty for students to learn how to fly,"
Eason said. "It's to provide stu-
dents with an opportunity to get
their licenses as cheaply as possi-
ble."
O'Connor, whose father was a
pilot, always wanted to learn how
to fly, but lacked the funds. It costs
between $2,500 and $3,000 and 40
to 80 hours of flight time are re-
quired to obtain a pilot's license
with the club, he said.
One Christmas in the late 1980s,
O'Connor's father gave him a gift
certificate from Central Maine Fly-
See FLY on page 5
• Abstention
Drink-out
challenges
students
By Yolanda Sly
Staff Writer
University of Maine's Greek
Peer Educators are sponsoring a
drink-out this week aimed at get-
ting people to abstain from drink-
ing for a week in order to deter-
mine the role alcohol plays in their
lives.
"We hope to get as many peo-
ple as possible involved in the
drink-out, to come together as a
group, besides the Greeks," said
Jill Boyington, a Greek peer edu-
cator from Alpha Omicron Pi .
"We hope to show we can care as
a university about certain issues."
The drink-out began Sunday at
4 p.m. and will end Saturday Oct.
26 at 4 p.m.
Sigma Nu Greek peer educator
Norm Pachol ski said he hopes fac-
ulty and staff, as well as students,
will participate in the drink out to
raise their awareness about their
own alcohol habits.
"While we were getting peo-
ple to sign up for the drink-out,
there were a lot of people who said
they couldn't go a week without
alcohol," Megan Ahrens, a Chi
Omega Greek Peer Educator said.
That's pretty sad."
Sandra Caron, associate pro-
See DRINK on page 4
• Awareness
Peace Week designed to
spark solutions to violence
By Yolanda Sly
Staff Writer
Peacekeeping, domestic violence
and the media and human rights are
just a few of the topics that are the
focus of the University of Maine's
Peace Week, which begins today.
"One reason for having peace
week is to have a concentrated dis-
cussion on human rights and social
issues," said Kathryn Gaianguest,
director of the peace studies pro-
gram and associate professor of so-
ciology. "It's also to stimulate all of
us to think about the links between
our own lives and global relations."
Collaborating with the peace
studies program in sponsoring the
week are the Maine chapter of the
United Nations Association, Am-
nesty International and the World
Federalist Association. The theme
of the week is "Creating a Global
Conscience: Promoting Peace, Jus-
tice and Human Rights."
The week's events include:
Monday, Oct. 21:
•12:15 p.m.-1:30 p.m. "Religious
Approaches to Human Rights," a
panel discussion with representa-
tives of various religions, will be
held in the Bangor Lounge of the
Memorial Union.
• 7 p.m.-8:30 p.m. 'Domestic
Violence as a Global Human Rights
Issue" will be presented by Robin S.
Levi, Women's Rights Project of
Human Rights Watch. The director
of country actions and the Women's
Project, Amnesty International
USA., Sheila Dauer, will also be at
the presentation in Room 100 Nev-
ille Hall.
Tuesday, Oct. 22:
•12:15 p.m.-1:30 p.m.
"Rights and Wrongs in Ameri-
ca," a video and discussion about
human rights, will be led by
See PEACE on page 4
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• Natural disaster
Farmers face the aftermath of Lili
1 
SANTA CLARA, Cuba (AP) —Gonzalo Hernandez stood knee-deep in the water that
was flooding his ruined crops and, like tens of thousands of other Cubans, took stock of the
damage wrought by Hurricane Lili.
At first, Cubans were relieved that Lili did not strike Havana directly or kill anyone when it
smashed across the island Friday. But by Sunday, the extent of the damage was setting in.
Uprooted utility poles and flooded sugarcane fields, collapsed houses and damaged sugar mills
bear witness to the power of Lili, the first major hurricane to hurt Cuba since Kate struck in 1985.
Lili passed southeast of Bermuda on Sunday and moved into the open Atlantic, where it was
expected to weaken.
Official Cuban damage reports indicated that the hurricane might have caused serious harm to
an economy strained to near the breaking point by the collapse of Cuba's socialist trading partners
in 1989 and 1990.
Agriculture Minister Alfredo Jordan said Sunday that it would take more than a year to return
to production levels recorded at the end of September. "It will be a heroic task," he said, "far greater
than that we undertook after Kate."
Hernandez's wife agreed, lamenting that their rice crop was completely lost, its kernels whipped
from the plants by Lili's 90-mph winds and blown into a lake of mud left by torrents of rain.
• Lost and found
Arrest leads to recovery of antiques
2 CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — Police have arrested three people and recovered a cacheof Pharaonic and Greco-Roman statues and ancient Islamic manuscripts believed to
have been stolen by a warehouse guard.
Many of the items, found in 20 boxes at secret locations in Cairo, are listed as priceless,
antiquities authorities said. The recovery was among the biggest ever by Egyptian police.
Police say the guard worked at a warehouse where some of the antiquities were stored
and had intended to sell the items to private collectors. He was at large.
Among the stolen items were two small statues of Queen Nefertiti found in a cellar
believed to have been rented by the guard in an upper-class Cairo district, Maj. Gen. Fouad
Hassan, head of Egypt's transportation security agency, said Saturday.
The items were stolen from a warehouse in el-Minya, 135 miles south of Cairo. Egyptian
relics are crammed in museums across the country and in 114 warehouses, many with little
security.
Police officials said it was the arrest of a man in a Cairo subway station who was carrying
two cartons containing 14 statuettes that broke the case open.
That arrest led to the seizure of two other suspects who were hiding stolen items,
including 18 boxes of statuettes and 24 manuscripts in faded Arabic script.
N.11100M11
• Election results
Hashimoto to take office,
party returns to house
4 TOKYO (AP) — Prime Minister Ryutaro Hashim-oto' s conservative party completed a historic comeback
Sunday, capturing almost half the seats in Japan's lower
house of Parliament to secure a dominant place in government.
The results of Sunday's election mean all but certain re-
election for Hashimoto as prime minister and a return to glory
for the Liberal Democratic Party, which governed Japan alone
from 1955 to 1993 before falling amid a series of corruption
scandals.
Attention now turns to whether Hashimoto will keep his
campaign promise to overhaul the bureaucracy — which
dominates Japanese policymaking —by cutting the number of
ministries in half.
Even as the results came in, Hashimoto appeared to be
backing off from quick action, refusing to name the top priority
of his new government.
"I don't think it's a good idea to pluck out one and make that
into the star product," the prime minister said.
The Liberal Democrats won 239 of the 500 seats in Parlia-
ment's lower house, which chooses the prime minister, the
Japan Broadcasting Corp. reported.
That's far better than their previous strength of 206 seats.
But the party still lacks a majority in the upper house, which was
not being chosen Sunday, so Hashimoto said his party plans
once again to govern in a coalition.
• Return
Pope thankful to many;
health still questionable
3 VATICAN CITY (AP) — In his first Vaticanaddress since an appendectomy, Pope John Paul
II on Sunday thanked people of all faiths — and
even non-believers — for "comfort and support" dur-
ing his hospital stay.
The pontiff showed no signs of any major setbacks in
what doctors describe as a strong recovery from surgery
Oct. 8. But the pope's voice was sometimes weak and he
chose not to linger at his window overlooking St. Pe-
ter's Square, as he often does following his weekly
addresses.
The left hand of the 76-year-old pope shook notice-
ably, even when resting on the window ledge. The
tremors are widely suspected to be caused by Parkin-
son's disease, a progressive neurological deterioration.
The Vatican has said that the pope suffers from a
syndrome that includes Parkinson's but also other ail-
ments.
"During my recent hospitalization, I felt a strong
and vibrant solidarity not only with brother and sister
Christians, but also from ... followers of other religions
and even from people far from faith," the pope told the
crowd, gathered in brilliant sunshine.
Weather
The Local Forecast
Today's Weather
Rain likely and windy.
Highs 45 to 50.
Tuesday's Outlook
Rain ending southwest.
Rain likely north and east.
Lows in the mid 30s to lower
40s. Highs in the 50s.
Extended Forecast
Wednesday... Fair. Lows
in the 30s to lower 40s. Highs
50 to 60. Thursday... Chance
of showers. Lows in the 40s.
Highs 55 to 65.
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• Counseling Center
Hotline now open to students in need
By Kathryn Ritchie
Asst. City Editor
After receiving a grant and working
out a few minor details, the 24-hour Ac-
cess Line, formerly the Student Helpline,
is standing by, ready to help students in
crisis.
"UMaine is a caring community, and
we want people to feel comfortable,"
said Robert Dana, associate dean of stu-
dents and community life.
Dana helped design the new hotline
when the original Helpline faced budget
problems and shut down. He received a
$2,500 one-time grant for the project
from the University of Maine Foundation
last spring as part of a new $20,000
competitive grant program established
by the foundation's board of trustees.
"That's what we're here for, to help
the students," Amos Orcutt, executive
vice president of the foundation, said.
The new 24-hour Access Line uses
the same phone number as the old Hel-
pline — 581-4020 — but offers different
services.
While the Helpline offered callers di
rect peer counseling, the new line is an
swered by students who rate the immedi
Dr. Robert Dana, Cutler Health Center's associate director of student health
and prevention services. (Lachowski File Photo.)
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acy of the calls and page on-call counse
lors. Dana said he doesn't believe the
smaller budget and lack of peer counsel-
ing has hurt the system.
"You're getting more services because
you get direct access to counselors," he
said.
Kimberly Yerxa, an administrative as-
sociate, said, "I'm really happy we got
funding to support this and hire three
students. At least we have something to
provide the students." She went on to
stress that the services are not any less,
just different.
But not everyone agrees. Peggy Han-
son, co-director of the Counseling Cen-
ter, called the new system "more of an
answering service" and said there was no
question the old system offered more.
She added that the budget cuts were an
unfortunate "reality of the times."
Last year the Helpline received 99
calls, though not all of them were for
counseling purposes, according to Wan-
da Cunningham, an administrative assis-
0 
tant at Cutler Health Center. Some were
hang-up and wrong numbers. The new
system has been operational since Sep-
tember, but has received only three calls.
All three required a counselor to be
paged.
Wes, a first-year student who works
in a rotating schedule with the other work
study students answering the phone be-
tween 7 p.m.-11 p.m., says he enjoys his
job. He said he's getting used to the
phone not ringing.
"It's not very well known yet that it's
still open," Wes said. "I think if word was
spread it would provide a good service."
During the day, the 24-hour Access
Line rings in the Counseling Center and
is answered by the center's staff. Be-
tween 5 p.m.-7 p.m. and 11 p.m.- 8 a.m.
the system is answered by a Public Safety
dispatcher, who also pages counselors.
"Calls that come in are very impor-
tant. We can't predict the number or the
nature," Dana said. "It's a good feeling to
know we're there when we're needed."
Semt-gokmd Takoom Mance
Octobek 25, 1996 8:00 p.m. - 1 1:00 p.m. •
Dance Demo & Instruction Included
Students, Staff, Faculty Welcome
Admission--$5.00 per person
*Bangor Community Center•Davis Road•Bangor
*Sponsored by USABDA-EAST•For more information: 941-1185
6TUDY AMOAD
INFOQMATION 6E66101\16 i
• 
•
• 
•
Tuesday, October 22, 3 p.m.-4:00p.m.
:Wednesday, October 23, 2:30 p.m.-3:30p.m.
Old Town Room, Memorial Union :
Meet with Tracey Nightingale and
: other UMaine students who have :
•
studied abroad.
• Learn about the world.
• Earn academic credit through
AFFORDABLE UM exchange
programs
• Enhance your employment
opportunities after graduation
• Many programs in English
Sponsored by the Office of International Programs
100 Winslow Hall, 581-2905
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Peace from page 1
Adonis D. Ferreira, assistant dean for
multicultural programs, in the Bangor
Lounge of the Memorial Union.
.2 p.m.-3 p.m. "A Broad Look at Human
Rights Issues," a discussion with Levi, will be
held in the Bangor Lounge of the Memorial
Union.
Wednesday, Oct. 23:
•12:15 p.m.-1:30 p.m. "Poetry Free Zone"
will feature readings and discussions about
peace and human rights in the Honors Center.
.12:15 p.m.-1:30 p.m. "Domestic Violence
and the Media," a Women in the Curriculum
Series discussion with Patricia Dooley, assis-
tant professor ofjoumalism at UMaine; Marie
Tessier, UMaine instructor in journalism;
Renee Ordway, reporter for the Bangor Daily
News; and Francine Stark, community re-
sponse coordinator for the Spruce Run wom-
en's shelter, will be held in the Bangor Lounge
of the Memorial Union.
Thursday, Oct. 24:
•12:15 p.m.- I :30 p.m. "Promoting Peace,
Justice and Human Rights: The Need to Rede-
fine the Self-Other Relation," a presentation
by Douglas Allen, professor of philosophy at
UMaine, will be part of the Social and Marxist
Studies Luncheon Series in the Bangor Lounge
of the Memorial Union.
.2 p.m.-3 p.m. "U.N. Peacekeeping," a
workshop led by Victoria Holt, director of the
Council for a Li vable World Education Fund's
Project on Peacekeeping and the U.N., will be
held in the Bangor Lounge of the Memorial
Union.
Holt, an Ellsworth native, said the Council
for a Livable World Education Fund tries to
inform policy makers about nuclear weapons,
the dangers of arms races and the search for
peaceful alternatives. It also works with Con-
gress and the U.S. president's administration
on peacekeeping issues.
"The organization works to affect U.S.
policies and broaden knowledge of what peace-
keeping is," Holt said. "We have to decide
what our role is (as the U.S.). The Cold War is
over and there are alternatives to the U.S.
either playing world cop or turning our back on
global conflicts. Working with other coun-
tries, often through the U.N., makes the most
sense."
•3:15 p.m.-4:15 p.m. "Preventive Diplo-
macy," a workshop led by Paul Nuti, issues
director of the World Federalist Association,
will be held in the Bangor Lounge of the
Memorial Union.
•5 p.m.-6:15 p.m. "Careers with the U.N.
and Non-Governmental Organizations," a
brown-bag supper and discussion with Holt,
Nuti and R. Bruce Stedman, retired assistant
secretary-general of the U.N., will be held in
the Sutton Lounge of the Memorial Union.
.7 p.m.-8:30 p.m. "U.N. and Peace," a
panel discussion with Holt, Nuti and Stedman,
will be moderated by journalistJames P. Brown
in Room 100 of the Donald P. Corbett Busi-
ness Building.
Friday, Oct. 25:
12:15 p.m.-1:30 p.m. "Economic Justice:
the Humor Connection," a performance by the
People's Theater, will be held in the Lown
Room of the Memorial Union.
"What we try to do is give people some
different peoples' realities, to let them see the
world out of someone else's eyes and get some
discussions going," said Jon Falk, Pine Tree
Folk School staff coordinator. "We improvise
out of the experiences that people in the audi-
ence could relate to. Before the theater was
formed there wasn't a forum in which people
— poor people — could say the things that they
wanted to say the way they wanted to say
them."
•8 p.m.-10 p.m. Mamma Toungue, a group
that performs a combination of African musical
styles with contemporary American music,
along with vocals in traditional languages and
English, will perform in the Damn Yankee.
Drink from page 1
fessor of family relationships, works with
the Greek peer educators. The group, which
is an outreach of the Greek system, has 16
members from UMaine's 21 fraternities
and sororities and meets once a week for
training to present programs on issues such
as alcohol risk management and sexuality.
Caron said a study showed that a major-
ity of college students drink—an estimated
85 percent.
A greater concern is the quantity of alco-
hol consumed, Caron said. In one study, 40
percent of students polled admitted to binge
drinking in the last two weeks; national
studies indicate college students spend more
on alcoholic beverages than on textbooks.
Because of the number of problems it
creates for students, alcohol has been la-
beled by experts as the No. 1 health prob-
lem on campuses.
"UMaine students drink less than Maine
high school seniors," Robert Dana, associ-
ate dean of students and community life,
said. "UMaine students have a high level
of sensitivity and awareness of drinking
and the consequences of drinking."
Activities for the week include:
• Monday at noon Dana will be speaking
on the mall about Alcohol Awareness Week.
• There will be a banner contest for the
Greeks. Banners should be up at the begin-
ning of the week. The judging will be done
When Abortion Was Illegal:
Untold Stories
Until recently, the era of illegal abortion has been a "sealed
chapter" in women's history "When Abortion was illegal:
Untold Stories" illuminates this largely undocumented era,
revealing the physical, emotional and legal consequences when
abortion was a criminal act. This poignant oral history which
weaves together the untold stories of desperate women and
those who tried to help them, reveals the brutal tragedies, as
well as the courage and heroism of a shrouded time.
Sponsored by the Women's Resource Center:
Noon-1:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 22
101 Neville Hall
The movie will be followed by a panel
discussion with both women who remember all
too well the desperate days when abortion was
illegal and some of those who are still fighting
today to make sure the right to safe and legal
abortion remains respected and protected.
Comprehensive reproductive health care providers in this area have been
the targets of violence at their offices and their homes for more than two
years. Dorothy Fadiman's Oscar-nominated trilogy, beginning Oct. 22,
explores the need for safe and legal abortion, from the dark days before Roe v.
Wade to the currently perilous climate of abortion debate-related violence.
Please join the Women's Resource Center and the Bangor CUReS Project as
we host these films.
For more information, stop by the Women's Resource Center in Fern
ald
Hall or call 581-1508, or contact the Bangor Communities United 
for
Reproductive Safety Project via phone: 945-4024, fax: 947-9163, or mail:
CUReS, P.O. Box 238, Bangor, ME, 04402
Wednesday.
• Friday from 8:30 p.m. to midnight
there will be an alcohol-free party at York
Commons featuring various music groups.
Admission is free.
"This is a tremendous opportunity for
all of us to reflect on the role of alcohol in
our lives. This isn't a trinket prohibition, it
is an opportunity for reflection," Dana said.
"I'm very proud of the Greek peer educa-
tors. They've been doing double duty on
this important initiative on issues of alco-
hol and alcohol abuse, which are very real
issues in 1996."
Interfraternity Council President Jason
Libby and Panhellenic Co-Presidents Alli-
son Lynch and Kim Wood encourage
Greeks and non-Greeks to participate in
the drink-out.
"It's not just for Greeks or other stu-
dent groups, it's for everyone," Libby
said. "What's one week? A lot of people
could probably use one week off from
drinking. Some or all students will say we
want to do this because there's more to
college than drinking. It shows the admin-
istration and everyone that students are
concerned about these issues."
The Maine Campus recycles.
Share it with a friend.
UMaine's thrice weekly newspaper
The Maine Campus
Maximize Your Scores:
LSAT
G
GMAT
MOAT
Courses at U. Maine-Orono starting soon!
THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW
(800) 447-0254
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• New carillon
UMaine again hears the tolling of the bells
By Misty Edgecomb
Staff Writer
For many of the alumni who returned to
the University of Maine for the 1996 Home-
coming Weekend, memories were sparked
by the bell music echoing across campus.
Bells began to toll the hour from Alum-
ni Hall in the early 1950s. However,
there are no actual bells to be found in
Alumni Hall.
What was heard then, and is now be-
ing heard again, is a machine known as a
carillon, which can reproduce the sound
Fly from page 1
ing Services in Old Town for one hour of
flying. He got another gift certificate for his
birthday that same year and saved both of
them.
"I couldn't afford to fly myself, really, at
the time, so I saved enough money to get into
the club and redeemed those gift certificates at
Old Town and joined the club, and then started
picking away in June of '89," O'Connor said.
"I got my license in nine months."
People pay an initial $166 to join the club.
That includes a $30 initiation fee, $16 for an
aircraft manual, $17 in dues for the first month
of membership and $3 for a key to the plane.
Members then pay $17 a month in dues. One
hundred dollars of the initial cost is refunded
when someone ends his or her membership.
Anyone interested in joining the club can
call Eason at 581-2242.
O'Connor said the prospect of learning to
fly is scary for some people, but if they want to
learn badly enough, they can turn the fear into
confidence.
O'Connor's advice for anyone who wants
to learn how to fly is simple.
"Don't exceed yourself in your capabil-
ities," he said. "But just do it gradually and
learn a little at a time so you can become
more confident."
ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES.'
4:41
Affordable Secretarial
Services
Professional Service at an Affordable Price"
• Reports •Resumes •Transcription
(207) 827-8011
of an old style bell tower. The original
carillon, given to the campus sometime
during the 1950s by a graduating class,
was a machine with paper rolls similar to
a player piano. The rolls could be changed
to produce different chimes or songs.
According to Rick Winter, a video
and audio producer at Public Affairs, the
carillon's speaker broke down around
1990 and the mechanisms began to eat
the paper rolls. Repairs costing about
$1,300 were attempted, but to no avail.
The carillon has worked only sporadical-
ly since 1992
Winter and Cathy Bradbury, assistant
to President Frederick Hutchinson, de-
cided in 1995 it was important to repair
or replace the carillon so students and
faculty could again enjoy the bells.
"I've had alumnus come up to me and
ask, 'Where are those bells?" Bradbury
said. "Personally, when I returned to the
campus, I missed (the carillon) immedi-
ately; it was the first thing I noticed."
Winter said he did some research to
find the best solution for fixing the ma-
chine. According to Winter, the old model
was difficult to work, could not be pro-
grammed and was not worth repairing.
He decided a new electronic carillon
would need to be bought.
Bradbury brought the idea for replac-
ing the carillon to the appropriate corn -
mittee members and Hutchinson. Com-
plete funding for the carillon was ob-
tained from the Alumni Association.
The association took the money from
small amounts that have been endowed
to the association throughout the years
with no specific purpose designated.
Known as unrestricted funds, these gifts
generate dividends that can be used for
the university but are saved for use at the
president's discretion.
The two funds primarily used for the
carillon replacement were the George
Treat Fund and the Clara Ford Fund.
Neither the Treat nor Ford family could
be reached for comment.
The new system cost about $13,000.
It plays selections recorded on compact
disc and can be programmed to play
multiple songs or work on a timer.
The new mechanism is more depend-
able and is run by computers, Winter
said. Currently, the university owns more
than 100 selections to play on the caril-
lon. The selections include Christmas
carols and the Maine Stein Song. At 10
minutes to every hour, the Westminster
Chimes are played, followed by chimes
that toll the hour.
Bradbury said she and Winter were
dedicated to getting the bells running,
and the effort they put into it was worth
it.
"We made it a mission, and so far
have gotten nothing but wonderful com-
ments," Bradbury said.
PRINCIPLES SOUND RETIREMENT INVESTING
EVERYONE WILL GIVE YOU
THEIR TWO CENTS WORTH, BUT WILL
THAT BE ENOUGH TO RETIRE ON?
Today there seems to be an investment expertor financial advisor almost everywhere you
turn. But just how qualified are all these
experts?
Peace of mind about your future comes from
solid planning. From investments and services
designed and managed with your needs and
retirement security specifically in mind. The
kind of investments and services TIAA-CREF
has been providing for more than 75 years.
WE'LL HELP YOU BUILD
A REWARDING RETIREMENT.
Our counselors are trained retirement
professionals who have only you and your
future in mind. So you're treated as the unique
person you are, with special needs and concerns
about retirement. And that makes for an
understanding, comfortable relationship.
With TIAA-CREF, you have plenty of'
choice and flexibility in building your retirement
nest-egg — from TIAA's guaranteed traditional
annuity to the investment opportunities of
Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.su
CREF's seven variable annuity accounts.
And we're nonprofit, so our expense charges
are among the lowest in the insurance and mutual
fund industries.° That means more of your money
is where it should be — working for you.
TIAA-CREF is now the largest private
pension system in the world, based on assets
under management — managing more than
$150 billion in assets for more than one and a
half million people throughout the nation.
TIAA-CREF:
THE CHOICE THAT MAKES SENSE.
It's tough to wade through all the "advice;
to find a reliable pension plan provider. But as a
member of the education and research
community, your best choice is simple: TIAA-
CREF. Because when it comes to helping you
prepare for retirement, our annuities will add up
to more than spare change.
For more information about how TIAA-
CREF can help you prepare for the future, call
our Enrollment Hotline at I 800 842-2888.
° Standard & Poor's Insurance Rating Analysis, 1995; tipper Analytical Services, Inc., Upper-Directors Analytical Data, 1995 (Quarterly).
CREF certificates are distributed by TIM-CREF Individual d Institutthnal Services.
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Peter, Paul and Mary, folk music leg-
ends for more than three decades, played
for nearly three hours to a sold-out audi-
ence at the Maine Center for the Arts.
The performance was unique for a num-
ber of reasons. This was a sort of home-
coming concert because Noel Paul Stookey
lives in Blue Hill. There were seats on the
stage, which were sold at an additional
cost. The setup reminded me of the seem-
ingly countless PBS specials the group has
recorded, trying to create what the band
called a "wonderful family show."
The show started out quite energized,
with the vocals of Stookey, Peter Yarrow
Leold (leoldelavanetcom)
by Roger and Sides Saloom Dim
I've noticed how unkind
life can be to people. They
don't have any real chance to
change things for themselves.
They work hard. Others
push them and they push
themselves squeezing every
useful minute out of each day.
They try not to waste the
smallest hand movement
which they must make to earn
a living.
They struggle.
They live quietly as a
family in their homes on their
streets. At night men and
women hug each other in bed
hying to help. The children lie
still, dreaming. not knowing
what their fate really is.
I care about these
people, but not too much.
Stvle& the Arts
• Performance
Peter, Paul and Mary bring family entertainment to the MCA
By Mike Reynolds and Mary Travers sounding like a full
Staff Writer orchestra of voices. The familiar sound
of the trio was naturally complemented
by bassist Edgar deHaas and guitarist
Paul Prestopino.
The trio, together for 36 years, brought
the crowd alive during the classic "Puff
the Magic Dragon." They joked that they
had moved it up from the latter part of
their set because so many people would
fall asleep before they played it. As the
show progressed, I began to wonder if it
wasn't a joke.
Another interesting anecdote was the
dedication of their hit "Parallel Uni-
verse" to computer department chair
George Markow ski. It was "the last night
ever doing this song."
Something did not make sense when
this trio, with a broad base of songs from
more than three decades, launched into
relatively obscure cover songs by even
more obscure folk singers. The cover of
"Show the Way" was solid, but when your
own songs are so well known, why de-
prive the audience of hearing the fruits of
three decades of work?
Before intermission the audience was
treated to good versions of "Wayfaring
Stranger" and "Where Have All the Flow-
ers Gone?"
As the lights rose for the 20-minute inter-
mission, I figured the second set would be
longer, with more familiar tunes.
That wasn't the case. Yarrow came
out and talked the crowd to sleep about
not singing at his daughter's wedding
and played a song Stookey wrote for
him when he was getting married. The
only highlight worth mention thereafter
was the playing of Prestopino, which
did wonders for an otherwise dull solo
effort.
Stookey, who must have confused the
MCA for the corner diner, or a computer
hobbyist meeting, talked a bit too much.
I do like Stookey' s solo efforts, but the
song "Virtual Party" seemed a bit too
technological with its various computer
and Internet related references for the
crowd, which appeared to be older and
perhaps not in touch with the Internet
lingo. Stookey is the proud system oper-
ator of a BBS called Celebration Station,
(http://celestat.com), which funds music
therapy for children with severe and pro-
found disabilities.
Travers did play an interesting set of
two cover tunes, but by this time it was
apparent these people wanted to be friend-
ly and loved to talk, at the expense of
playing additional songs.
The trio rejoined on stage and encored
with classic renditions of "Blowin in the
Wind" and "This Land is Your Land."
Somehow, in the hour and 20-minute sec-
ond set, I was left uninspired. It was a good
show, but I expected to hear a much stron-
ger performance from Peter, Paul and Mary.
• Books
Election directions aplenty in
By Stephen Allan
Staff Writer
Presidential campaigns are something
of a mystery to the average reader. They
are increasingly becoming these multi-
million-dollar public relations machines
that are trying to attract votes but often
don't offer any substance on the choices
they're offering.
Bob Woodward's latest book, "The
Choice," gives the reader a unique view of
the campaigns of President Bill Clinton
and Bob Dole. The book was published
last summer, months before the election,
and goes from being a book of recent
history to a tool for voters in helping
determine their choice in November. At
least that's what it could have become.
"The Choice" fails to give the reader
an understanding of the issues that face
this campaign. What takes precedence here
is the operation of the two camps. The
book is more interested in the infighting
of the two (Dole's senatorial staff against
his campaign staff, as well as Dick Morris
Clinton's ex-campaign manager, fighting
with the White House) rather than what
they are trying to say and do.
But to give Woodward credit, the book
reads like a novel, a revised but much
much tamer version of "Primary Colors."
Woodward continually expresses what
characters are thinking and their motiva-
tions behind their actions. How he knows
what people are thinking is unknown
Woodward spent months of tireless work
on the research for this book. Hundreds of
interviews were conducted, but as to how
he knew what certain people know and
think could mostly be speculation, but it
does make for a more fascinating read
than a dry retelling of what most news
followers already know.
'The Choice'
In the author's note at the beginning,
Woodward explains the material for the
book was obtained through talking with
hundreds of key people of both camps. He
tells his reader he found Dole to be very
helpful and interviewed the candidate
many times, but Clinton declined to be
interviewed.
And so it is Dole who can be seen as the
main character of this book. The major
strength of the work is in the inside view
of Dole as a person. This reclusive man is
portrayed as a more caring and thoughtful
person than his public image depicts.
The book's major weakness is its tell-
ing of Clinton in a balanced way. Equal
space is given to the Clinton camp, but the
intimacy the reader enjoys of Dole is no-
where to be found in the president's part
of the book. Though readers are given an
See CHOICE on page 7
• Art?
Inner-city graffiti a topic of debate
NEW YORK (AP) — So Picasso never
painted in a subway tunnel, straddling the
third rail, dodging oncoming trains and
running from the cops. Does that mean
graffiti isn't art?
Trying to find that fine spray-painted
line between vandalism and artwork was
the aim of a symposium Saturday that
brought together a mismatched assortment
of aerosol artists and anti-graffiti activ-
ists.
They assembled in the Museum of the
City of New York, ordinarily a repository
of artifacts from the city's past, to consid-
er the spray can and its impact on 20th
century culture.
Safe to say, the symposium titled "On
Subway Trains and Gallery Walls: Graffi-
ti in New York" changed very few minds.
The keynote speaker, looking for a
description of graffiti writers' work, won-
dered aloud, "What's the word I'm look-
ing for?" Several in the audience shouted,
"Vandalism!"
The other side was just as insistent.
"This is an art form — one of the few
original art forms started in this country,
like gospel or jazz," declared a graffiti
artist named Mico, who plied his trade in
Coney Island back in the days when a
subway car made the finest canvas.
Of course, it remains the only art form
done illegally on public property, often at
risk to life and limb. Mico reminisced
about dodging 600-volt power lines to
spray at the Brooklyn subway yard.
A slide show of trains covered top to
bottom with the work of Mico and other
"Royal Kings" of spray paint made anti•.
graffiti advocate Carmine Carro so in-
censed that he bolted from the auditorium.
"I'm getting nauseous!" he announced
loudly. "It's crap!"
Parks Commissioner Henry Stern
brought Mayor Rudolph Giuliani's mes-
sage of "zero tolerance," and offered a
rather bizarre analogy to make his point.
"Graffiti is to art as rape is to sex,"
Stern said.
Academia weighed in as well. Crimi-
nologist George Kelling, a Northeastern
University professor, argued that graffiti
was "one of the first signs of things get-
ting out of control" in an urban area.
University of Minnesota professor Joe
Austin offered the opposing view, talking
about graffiti as "an art and a dialogue."
Keynote speaker Dr. Trisha Rose, a
New York University instructor and au-
thor, came down somewhere in the middle
— some of it is art, some of it is vandal-
ism. The museum itself proved her point.
Inside, it held some stunning examples
of graffiti art. And outside, its north wall
held a hastily scrawled graffiti signature
in fading black paint.
"Art," Rose observed, "is in the eye
of the beholder."
And sometimes on the side of a building.
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image of the man through other people's
eyes, the intimacy is not there.
But as unique an idea as the book is, it
gives little new information a continuos
reader of the daily news wouldn't already
have. There is a rehash of the Republican
primaries, but this mostly concerns the
Dole campaign. Woodward gives little
insight on the other Republican candi-
dates. A more detailed view of Pat Bucha-
nan or Steve Forbes would be of great
interest to the reader who would pick this
book off the shelf in the first place.
But the most amusing new detail
Woodward uncovers is not about any of
the candidates, but the first lady. Accord-
ing to the book, Hillary Clinton had "con-
versations" with Eleanor Roosevelt and
Mahatma Gandhi through a new age psy-
chologist, though she declined a talk with
Jesus Christ. This is an anecdote one would
expect to find in The Enquirer, but the fact
that such a reputable journalist would in-
clude it in a serious book almost cements
the story's credibility, which causes the
reader to giggle even more.
Of course not all Washington's activi-
ties are the basis for comedy. "The Choice"
is a serious look at campaigning for Pres-
ident in modern times. It is a relevant book
for the more concerned voter, especially
for the next few weeks when the nation
will be bombarded by all the election
hoopla of debates, speeches, and commer-
cials.
Who is the right choice? That's for
readers to decide in the voting booth, but
Woodward has given readers the opportu-
nity to glance at the inner workings of the
campaigns asking for their vote. But like
those PR parades, the book finally fails to
determine what the issues are.
• Tribute
Clint Eastwood makes it to Carnegie Hall
NEW YORK (AP) — Actor-director
Clint Eastwood made the day of the Carn-
egie Hall Jazz Band's audience when, to
start the encore, he sat down at the piano and
began to play blues.
"I may never get back here. I can't leave
Carnegie Hall without playing at least one
chord," Eastwood said before he played for
a few minutes. "The lost chord. So you're
going to have to bear with me."
The evening Thursday was titled "East-
wood: After Hours, a Night of Jazz." It was
a tribute to Eastwood and presented jazz
tunes he has used in movies.
The Kyle Eastwood Quartet, led by East-
wood's son, who plays double bass, played
"This Time the Dream's on Me" which was
used in the film "Bird." Saxophonist Doug
Webb acquitted himself gracefully.
The first half ended with an exciting duet
between saxophonists James Carter and
Joshua Redman. But the high point of the
first half was 80-year-old pianist Jay McS-
hann playing "Hootie's Blues," in a joyful,
authentic Kansas City style. McShann,
whose nickname is Hootie, wrote the tune
with Charlie Parker. It was used in "The
Last of the Blue Devils."
Violinist Claude Williams, 88, extended
that high point when he joined McShann for a
Western swing-flavored jazz playing of "San
Antonio Rose," used in "Honkytonk Man."
Lennie Niehaus, film composer and ar-
ranger, compiled "Eastwood: After Hours,"
a 25-minute suite of tunes from Eastwood
films commissioned by Carnegie Hall. Its
moods varied from mellow to playful to a
finale where Carter, Redman and the band
really wailed.
Drummer T.S. Monk took part in the
combo which played his father's "Misteri-
oso" and "Round Midnight," used in the
documentary "Thelonious Monk: Straight
No Chaser." Vocalist Kevin Mahogany
joined that group for "I See Your Face
Before Me," sung by Johnny Hartman in
"The Bridges of Madison County."
Niehaus also conducted several tunes
Ten Things That Will Get You Kicked Out of the Fogler Library
10) Photocopying any appendage.
9) Pretending to steal a book just to get frisked.
8) Offering to pay all of your fines with a "super duper" back rub.
7) Using the Huey, Dewey and Lewey decimal system.
6) Wearing a T-shirt that says, "Librarians get it done under the dust covers!"
5) Asking the Listening Center if it has any Winger.
4) Playing Pong on the URSUS system.
3) Asking for the 1987 swimsuit issue of Sports Illustrated on microfiche.
2) Badgering the guy in Government Documents about NAFTA' s effect on Margarita's.
1) Standing atop your computer and announcing, "Let's put the lust back in the
computer cluster!" By Eric Simonds
Ftsusraita It Works Wonders.
American
Heart
Association
cte„,t1 1Iii,J'
Specializing in Used Guitars, Amps, PA Systems, Drums, Plus a Large Selection of New & Used
Accessories. Financin Available
I-3 Is - 1 1 - - (IIIII
Call or Stop by. 201 Penobscot Sq., Brewer. (207)989-6658 Hrs: Mon.-Sat. 10am-5pm6 DANCING CAT PRODUCTIONS
PRESENTS
A SOLO PIANO CONCERT
HUTCHINS CONCERT HALL
MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
ORONO
Wednesday, Oct. 23 • 7:00 pm
$18 & $15 Reserved ($2 student discount) at Maine Center Box Office.
Info & Charge by Phone 207-581-1755 or 1-800-MCA-TIXX
Please help support The Dorothy Day Soup Kitchen by bringing
a donation of non-perishable food to the concert.
Also appearing at:
PORTLAND • FIRST PARISH CHURCH
Saturday, Oct. 19 • 8:00 pm • Info & Charge by Phone 207-879-1112
WATER VILLE OPERA HOUSE
Monday, Oct. 21 • 7:30 pm • Info & Charge by Phone 207-873-7000
Look for George's latest release
LINUS & LUCY - THE MUSIC OF VINCE GUARALDI
at your favorite music store.
with a lush string section and soloists. Sax-
ophonist James Moody was terrific doing
"Parker's Mood" from "Bird." James
Carter played "Laura" with fat, warm sax
tone and Joshua Redman's sax was subtle,
shading the tone within one note, in "These
Foolish Things."
Saxophonist Flip Phillips joined six oth-
er soloists during the band's cooking "Lest-
er Leaps In."
Producer George Wein praised Eastwood
for the judicious way he uses jazz in movies.
"He perhaps has done more for the music
with people who are not necessarily jazz
fans than anyone else in the industry to-
day," he said.
Eastwood said the legacy of jazz must be
passed on to the next generation.
"It has to learn to appreciate this great
American art form. We can't just go along
with light shows."
° 
•
- A 7•,-..• •
•• 01%
If•••••-,-.- •
,
sCIEMA
•All Shows - $2.25 •
Featuring
$1 Tuesday - All Shows
Extreme Measures(R) 7:35, 9:55
Bulletproof(R) 7:20, 9:10
Twister(PG-13) 7:25, 945
Independence Day(PG-13) 6:40, 9:25
The Rock(R) 7:05, 9:40
Maximum Risk (R) 7:30, 9:30
827-7411. Exit 51 •
University Mall • Orono
me to Wells Commons
Halloween Night for a
Halloween Dance and
Costume Contest
• 8 p.m. - 12 a.m.
• D.J. and Cash Bar
• $2 Per Person,
Proceeds go
to charity
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• Commentaries
Taking money from strangers
The ghosts of the this year's cam-
paign contributions have returned to
haunt our politicians even before their
battles have ended. Cashing in on the
growing issue of campaign finance re-
form, the parties are hypocritically hiss-
ing at each other over questionable cam-
paign appropriations, information no
doubt obtained by "opposition research"
groups.
Several campaign contribution scan-
dals have reduced overwise smooth-talk-
ing politicians to gibbering chimps, striv-
ing to control party damage. Case in
point: on Sunday's "This Week with
David Brinkley," House Minority Lead-
er Rep. Dick Gephardt was forced to
field a question from Sam Donaldson
that referred to contributions accepted
by Democrats from Indonesian concerns.
Gephardt, for once, had little to say ex-
cept something to the effect his party is
doing its best to correct the situation.
A Florida drug trafficker and appar-
ent Democrat, currently in prison, did
his party no favors either, by giving
$20,000 to the campaign, damaging the
Democrats' image and adding welcome
ammunition to the Republican cannon.
The Republicans are hardly the inno-
cent bystanders. Infamous for accepting
funds from the NRA and tobacco com-
panies, they've also accepted funds from
Indonesian business concerns and even
a Cuban national.
Accepting money from foreign na-
tionals isn't the problem. Conflict of in-
terest is the problem. Does the accep-
tance of money without knowledge of
its source constitute a viable means to an
end? The politicians' final goals may be
clear in their consciences, but if it aren't
willing to retain honesty throughout the
process, they shouldn't hold office. Tak-
ing the money and checking the source
later, if time and money permits, isn't
acceptable; if the government insists on
running campaigns like businesses, they
have to follow the same rules everyone
in this country does. (P. Livingstone)
In search of diversity
The issue of diversity has always been
one the University of Maine has tried to
push on its students. We've been told
time and again this university is diverse
and offers a wide variety of possibilities
for students of any race, religion or back-
ground.
But this idea of diversity is more often
than not just the university's way of pull-
ing the wool over its students' eyes. Not
enough has been done to diversify this
campus. But the work of the Student Her-
itage Alliance Center shouldn't be over-
looked.
The center, founded by students Ra-
mone Jones, Mike Long and Vesneir
Lugo, and Assistant to the Athletics Di-
rector for Equal Opportunity Sean Fra-
zier, provides students of all cultures an
environment to meet. Its motto, "All are
welcomed," suggested anyone can be a
part of the center.
Groups such as the Student Heritage
Alliance Center are vital to this campus if
the university is dedicated to becoming a
diverse place of study. The center, and
other groups of its type, help new stu-
dents with the transition from life at home
to life at a major university. Students who
come to Maine from places like New
York, New Jersey and other places often
suffer from culture shock, and the center
gives them a place where they don't have
to feel like they're by themselves.
The center can also be used as a re-
cruiting tool. Prospective students will
see the university believes in equal op-
portunity for all its students and will be
encouraged to spend four or five years of
their life at this campus.
The Student Heritage Alliance Cen-
ter is just one step in the direction to-
ward diversity. The university needs to
continue to encourage this type of growth
for this campus to truly become diverse.
(S. Martin)
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• Column
The art of swearing
Kathryn Ritchie
The issue of swear-
ing was abruptly
brought to my at-
tention last week
by a"7 a.m. wake-
up call from my
mother. On a visit
home the weekend
before I had brought home a stack of Cam-
pus papers for my parents to read. Appar-
ently, in two of the columns I had written,
I'd used the words "hell,"
"whore" and "ass" once.
These words alarmed my
mother, and the sole pur-
pose of her call was to
read me a series of rea-
sons why swearing was
bad.
Are the words really
necessary? Aren't I going
to be embarrassed to show
a future employer these
articles? Aren't I just de-
tracting from the whole
column?
As I calmly tried to ex-
plain to her my First
Amendment right of free-
dom of speech shouldn't
be infringed by either my
mother or my future em-
ployers, she just wouldn't
the "f" word to punctuate every comedic
sentence. In the 1980s, Andrew Dice Clay
brought obscene put-downs to a whole new
level.
Today's prime-time TV shows have even
relaxed their standards. You can now use
any swear word under the sun as long as it
doesn't involve I) somebody's mother, or 2)
some inappropriate contact with animals.
And as for my mother's concern about my
being embarrassed to show people my ob-
scenity-riddled columns? I think I'm in good
company. Shakespeare used words like
"whoremaster" and
"whoreson" in his plays,
but is anyone calling him
tacky or tasteless? No. In-
stead, he's a respected
playwright. I wonder if his
mother ever complained.
Swearing is used to con-
vey emotions and attitudes.
For instance, which is more
powerful, "I had a bad day"
or "I had a f**** misera-
ble day"? Whether you're
offended or not, you can
tell.
Not that I'm out to of-
fend everyone who doesn't
appreciate well-placed
swearing. The audience has
a lot to do with determin-
ing whether one should
spew a string of vulgari-
ties. When I sat down to type this, I imag-
ined an audience of my peers, which relaxes
me and frees my fingers from the constraints
of formality. I think these are all good things
because we're all adults. As long as we're
not using these words as a constant substi-
tute to learning the English language, it's
OK.
Are the words
really necessary?
Aren't I going to
be embarrassed to
show a future
employer these
articles? Aren't I
just detracting
from the whole
column?
listen. The words turn people off, she said.
Do people I admire use words like these?
I choked back all sarcastic remarks, and
eventually the lecture ended. I have to give
her credit — she did make me seriously
ponder the act of swearing, but I don't think
she'll like what I came up with.
A number of things have contributed to
my carefree attitude about swearing. My
generation was raised just as obscenities
were becoming popular. We were coming
of age when Eddie Murphy started using
(Kathryn Ritchie is a junior journalism
major and the assistant city editor of The
Maine Campus.)
Your opinion matters
Write a letter to the editor.
The Maine Campus
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• Letters to the Editor
• Pledging to end racism
To the Editor:
I wish, as president of the Greater Bangor
Area NAACP, to thank the many residents of
Maine who have responded to our Special
NAACP Church Fund, 314 S. Brunswick St.,
Old Town, ME 04468. The fund, as you may
recall, is to help rebuild and repair churches
that have been burned throughout America in
recent months. Most of the burnings have
been black or integrated churches with a smat-
tering of all-white churches.
It is quite evident these burnings are racist
hate crimes indicative of the serious racial
sickness that has plagued America for more
than 300 years. Racism is pervasive — it is
found at all levels of our society and in our
daily activities. If left unchecked and unat-
tended, I think it will destroy us as a people
and as a nation. We have seen how the O.J.
Simpson trial and the Million Man March
Oct. 16, 1995, have affected the nation, near-
ly polarizing the races.
We here in Maine have seen an increase in
hate crimes in recent months: the cross burn-
ing on the lawn of a black family with young
Children in Augusta June 22, 1996, leading to
the Sept. 14 shooting of a home of a black
Hispanic family at 2 a.m. in Limerick, where
there were three little innocent children who
Could have been seriously injured or, even
worse, killed.
I want to thank the many Mainers who
have sent letters of concern and love along
With contributions to the Special NAACP
Church Fund. Some senior citizens have sent
letters of concern and sometimes $2 or $3 to
help rebuild and repair some of the churches
burned in recent months throughout Ameri-
ca. Many of the letters show great concern,
passion and love for the victims of church
burnings and other hate crimes. The many
caring, sensitive letters I have received along
with donations would easily bring tears to
your eyes to know there are hate-filled people
among us who have such low regard for peo-
ple to include little innocent children who
simply have a different skin color.
Please know the Greater Bangor Area
NAACP, along with the Portland branch, has
embarked on a personal pledge campaign to
undo racism and discrimination in America.
This campaign has been endorsed by Gov.
Angus King along with a host of candidates
and elected officials, such as Congressman
John Baldacci. This effort is also receiving
support from the Maine Council of Churches.
We are hoping for your individual support and
the support, too, of your children, as we feel
that children as young as 6 have a grasp on
how words can cause pain. I also think young
children are born knowing racism is wrong
and unfair. At their young and tender age, our
children have a natural interest in those they
interact with without regard for race. It is fur-
ther along in their maturation they are taught to
hate and fear others who seem different.
Let us use the pledge to teach them toler-
ance. For a copy of the pledge, send a self-
addressed, stamped envelope to: PLEDGE,
314 S. Brunswick St., Old Town, ME 04468.
Be a part of the campaign and keep our
worthy goal in your prayers.
Jim Varner
President
Greater Bangor Area NAACP
• Computer crisis
To the Editor:
Last semester I purchased a nice little
Macintosh computer at the university's own
Computer Connection. The computer is
great, the staff of the store is great, every-
thing is great — well, almost everything.
You see, the public clusters don't con-
tain the programs which the computers sold
O n campus contain, namely ClarisWorks.
Though not so flashy as Word 6.1 or a
WordPerfect, it is a good, swift program
With multiple uses.
Funny, however, that I can't use the
software that is on the computer I bought
at the university on any computers in the
Public clusters. My only option is to use
the printing computer, which is (if you are
a kind, considerate or even remotely liter-
ate person) for printing only. So I can't
plunk myself down there, load up Claris
and continue yesterday's paper. My other
option is to hit up CIT for a computer,
which is very inconvienient for everyone
involved.
I'd really like to see the cluster comput-
ers have the same software the computers
sold here come with. I don't think it's too
much to ask — unless this is some plot to
force me to buy another program to do the
same work. The thought has, obviously,
crossed my mind.
Monique Gibouleau
Old Town
• Column
Bought and paid for
Jeff Tuttle
The National Ri-
fle Association
has put the vot-
ers of Maine
squarely in its
narrow sights.
By appealing to
the ignorance and anti-government sen-
timents of the isolated and disgruntled,
the NRA has effectively but futilely em-
boldened its backwoods constituency.
The NRA is not the only organization
courting uninformed and discontented
voters, however. The Republican Party
is also hoping to mobilize these disillu-
sioned freedom fighters by painting the
Clinton administration as
a bunch of gun-grabbing,
Orwellian liberals.
NRA whisperings are
brazenly repeated by GOP
candidates who denounce
the Brady Bill gun-con-
trol law and the 1994 as-
sault weapons ban as af-
fronts to the freedoms of
every good militia mem-
ber as guaranteed by the
Second Amendment. For-
tunately, Republican rail-
ings about these federal
initiatives only seem to be
finding an audience
among extreme elements
within the party.
U.S. House candidate
9
While the NRA stomps around the halls
of Congress and babbles about the Sec-
ond Amendment and the benefits of al-
lowing people to own Uzis and AK-47s,
members of the Republican Party duti-
fully open their palms to receive cam-
paign donations and surrender their votes
to this militant and apocalyptic lobby.
The NRA would have the public be-
lieve its membership comprises nature-
loving hunters and nostalgic collectors.
There is a fundamental difference be-
tween responsible sportsmen and mem-
bers of the NRA, however.
The reasons Maine hunters would
want to associate themselves with a
group that has focused its efforts on aban-
doning a much-needed waiting period
before purchasing a fire-
arm and dismantling leg-
islation designed to keep
automatic weapons off
our streets is problemat-
ic. No law-abiding hunt-
er has ever taken down a
deer with an Uzi, and
anyone who is against a
waiting period truly
needs one.
Maine is a key state
for the survival of the
NRA. It has drawn the
battle lines here, and the
upcoming election marks
an opportunity for Maine
voters to send the NRA
elite back to their com-
pound.
No law-abiding
hunter has ever
taken down a
deer with an
Uzi, and
anyone who is
against a
waiting period
truly needs one.
Paul Young is perhaps
Maine's most vocal supporter of the
NRA's efforts to overturn this legisla-
tion, boasting that this group of firearm
fanatics has never backed a loser in
Maine's 2nd district. There's a first time
for everything, of course, and if polls
are any indication, the NRA is wasting
its firepower on the conservative from
Limestone. Most disturbing is the fact
U.S. Rep. John Baldacci, the Democrat
too frightened to alienate any part of his
electorate, broke with the majority of
his party and voted to repeal the assault
weapons ban during the last legislative
session.
The close relationship of the NRA
and the Republican Party is a long-stand-
ing one that kept dangerous weapons on
the streets of America for far too long.
Money is no reason to
allow the NRA and its paid-for Republi-
cans make the nation's streets danger-
ous for our citizens. Maine needs to send
a clear message to Washington by elect-
ing a representative who will support
this worthwhile legislation, which has
already proven successful by keeping
automatic weapons out of the hands of
more than 60 felons.
Legislators must lead and vote ac-
cording to their conscience. Perhaps Rep.
Baldacci will listen to his, consider the
safety of the nation's children and cease
his efforts to court a militant gun lobby
and its misinformed following.
(Jeff Tuttle is a senior journalism ma-
jor and editor in chief of The Maine
Campus.)
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Entertainment
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Sally Brompton
For Monday, October 21
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY:
Think big, act big and don't for a moment
believe others have more talent than you.
The best way to develop self-confidence is
to deliberately place yourself in situations
where you're likely to be challenged. Rivals
will bring out the best in you this year.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): You
may be in two minds today whether to play it
safe or risk your time and money on some-
thing that attracts you but looks perilous.
Wait until the 26th has come and gone be-
fore making any decisions that can't easily
be reversed.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Plane-
tary activity signifies that relationships of
one sort or another will play a prominent
part in your life. The one thing you must
remember is that loves ones need their space
— don't suffocate them with love.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Social
and romantic ties appear to be a source of
enjoyment at the moment, but don't forget
you have responsibilities. Someone in a po-
sition of authority will have a profound, and
maybe positive, effect on your life this week.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Any-
thing of an artistic, creative or romantic na-
ture should run smoothly over the next few
days. Domestic problems will, of course,
remain, but for some reason they don't seem
to bother you quite as much as before.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Because the
Sun in Libra is such a positive influence for
you it would be easy to drift along without a
care. Make the most of it while you can,
because Wednesday you'll find be confront-
ed by issues that demand to be taken serious-
ly.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): You should
no longer feel as if you are at the mercy of
events, even though money will remain a bit
of a worry until next weekend. Major chang-
es are in the air. If you're smart, you can
find ways to make them work in your favor.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): You may
be in an impulsive mood, the kind of mood
where you spend a lot on nothing of particu-
lar importance. This may not worry you
now, but it will later when you find you
don't have enough left over to buy some-
thing you need. Have fun, but be sensible.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Plane-
tary activity indicates that if you are deter-
mined to transform your life, this is the time
to start making the changes that will help it
happen. Remember: What you cannot win
by force you can achieve with charm.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
You may not be as good at something as you
would like to be, but you can be as good as
you need to be if you work hard and learn
from your mistakes, it can take a lifetime of
practice to reach a certain level, and even
more practice to stay there.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): A
chance you've been praying for will come
your way over the next 48 hours, but the
window of opportunity won't remain for long.
Make the most of it. You can make a name
for yourself—just make sure you have self-
belief.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Plane-
tary activity means you see things as they
are, unclouded by wishful thinking or nega-
tive expectations. This will come in handy
Wednesday, especially if rivals can't decide
what they really want.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Take a
look at the world around you and be thank-
ful for who and where you are. Don't get
too idealistic because planetary activity in-
dicates you only have limited effects on
other people. If you want to help others,
help yourself.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Sally Brompton
For Tuesday, October 22
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: If
you feel you've taken a wrong turn in life
then this is the moment to start thinking
about following a different path. You don't
have to reject everything that has gone be-
fore, but you do have to be brave enough to
try something that doesn't promise instant
success.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Forget
about your limitations. Imagine you can do
anything you want. Planetary influences sug-
gest you should be aiming for the stars, con-
fident they will smile on you and make your
wildest dreams come true.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): You
should be aware that the hardships of recent
weeks weren't designed to punish you but to
equip you to meet new challenges. Now that
you are suitably prepared, your voyage of
discovery can begin.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Knowl-
edge is power, and if you know something
others don't you are entitled to keep it to
yourself as long as you possibly can. You
instinctively know that things must remain a
secret — at least until it is worth your while
to reveal them.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Step
back from whatever disputes you're in-
volved in and ask yourself how important
they really are. The chances are they are
petty in extreme. Once you realize this it
will amaze you how you even managed to
get involved.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Just because
something is old doesn't mean it's bad. If
you're really smart today, you'll notice that
something that appears to be new is, in fact,
a repeat of a very old theme. Knowing this
will enable you to deal with it.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): The more
you try to keep things the same today the
more they will change — in spite of, or per-
haps because of, your efforts. When you go
to one extreme, chances are the opposite will
happen. Stay calm and the changes that oc-
cur will work in your favor.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): You need
to decide you will never take yourself for
granted again. You are a unique individual
with a special mission — a mission you are
now well-placed to accomplish.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): You
should be feeling confident about your chance
now, even though there may be no logical
reason why today should be better than yes-
terday or the day before. Perhaps you sense
the cosmic outlook is about to change. Your
wake-up call is due.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): If
You get the chance to take a risk today, don't
hesitate for even a second. A positive aspect
means you can profit from a momentary flash
of inspiration. Don't think about it, just do
it, or the chance will be gone.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): You
aren't the kind to be easily fooled, and those
who think they can confuse or mislead you
today are in for a shock. You know what's
going on and have for quite some time. The
rivals have failed to notice. This makes them
the biggest fools of all.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Be
realistic by all means but not so realistic that
you fail to observe something unusual or
exciting. There are things in life that can't
be explained in words or taken at face value.
If you rely exclusively on reason you'll miss
something wonderful today.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Typical
Pisceans are warm and friendly with those
they love but can be cold and distant with
outsiders. Today's aspects suggest you
Shouldn't be so defensive. Something you
hear from a stranger could benefit you.
XELI,,THE DOCTORS 7HINK
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Entertainment
Doonesbury
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HOOP BUYERS
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New York Times Daily Crossword N° "13
ACROSS
1 Thrash
4 It gives a lift at
the circus
9 Surrounded by
13" Carousel"
(1967 Hollies
hit)
14 Sea separating
Greece from
Turkey
16 Yemen's capital
17 Broadway's
"The 
Game"
18 Fired, as a
U.P.S. worker?
20 Residents:
Suffix
22 Poe poem
23 Fired, as a
salesclerk?
25 Capital of
Bulgaria
29 Fairy tale villain
30 Furrow
32 T.L.C. givers
33 Bikini, e.g.
36 "M'aidez," e.g.
37 Algebra or trig
38 Fired, as a
ranch hand?
42 Bridge
accomplish-
ment
43 Mouth, slangily
44 Enticed
45 Syr. neighbor
46 Morse role on
Broadway
47 Med. school
course
49 Authority
51 Fired, as a
baseball
player?
56 Batman and
Robin, e.g.
58 Pot starter
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59 Fired, as a
firefighter?
63 Container metal
64 Jacques "alive
and well and
living in Paris"
65 One under
66 Molson, e.g.
67 House of
 
-Coburg-
Gotha
ea H.S. juniors'
exams
69 Favorite
DOWN
Reasoning
2 Singer Bryant
3 Horses' hair
4 KLM rival
5 Waver
6 Pay no heed to
7 River of
forgetfulness
8 Convenience
for Blockbuster
customers
quarter
(eschew
assistance)
10 Month in Paris
ii Bed and
breakfast
12 The U.N.'s
HammarskjOld
15 Noted paperback
publisher
19 "-- la guerre"
21 Temple
greeting: Var.
24 Eskimo home:
Var.
26 Business
misbehavior
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Puzzle by RIcha d Hughes
27 Opening oars
28 Pale-faced
31 Dos Passos
trilogy
33 Architectural
recess
34 Oklahoma city
35 Eared seal
36 Bread, for stew
37 Sicilian height
39 Norse war god
40 What a strict
captain runs
41 Deli side dish
46 Burg
47 Naval force
443 i 94. Sartre
-drama
50 Carved stone
slab
52 Tillers
53 From the barrel
54 Helpful
55 Belief
57 Where N v C
horseplayers go
59 Literary
monogram
60 Author Levin
61 Bother
62 Some M.I.T.
grads
Corrections
To bring a correction to our at-
tention, contact the Editor at 581-
1271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office on
the fourth floor Chadbourne Hall.
Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compE.,tability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Alitrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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• Campaign '96
„
Dole may forgo Aflame stop in campaign pursuit
AUGUSTA (AP) — It looks more and
more as though Bob Dole won't match
President Clinton's recent presidential cam-
paign visit to Maine, a top state organizer
for Dole said Saturday.
"Nationally, it's like a giant chess
board and they keep reassessing where
they're going to be," said Jan Staples, the
executive director of Maine's Dole-Kemp
effort.
Staples said Dole's stop in Nashua, N.H.,
on Sunday at one time was tentatively tar-
geted for Portsmouth, N.H., which for
Maine media and Dole supporters would
have been the next best thing to a state visit.
When the location was moved to
Nashua, Staples said, Dole backers from
Maine were encouraged to make the trek
rather than miss out on seeing the GOP
nominee altogether.
Dole's running mate, vice presidential
nominee Jack Kemp, came into New Hamp-
shire on Friday on a swing into New En-
gland that also missed Maine.
"I don't think we're going to get them
in Maine," Staples said. Supporters were
advised to head for Nashua on Sunday
because "I'm concerned that there won't
be another opportunity," she added.
Maine awarded its four electoral votes
to Clinton in 1992 and polling to date
suggests that the president has built a strong
lead over Dole here this year.
Plans could change, Staples said, on
bringing Dole or his wife Elizabeth to the
state between now and Election Day —
"you never know until two or three days
out" — but that appears increasingly un-
likely, particularly given indications that
Dole is focusing heavily on California.
The GOP team's underdog status cre-
ates a dynamic of its own that campaign
organizers must take into account.
Clinton's appearance in Portland on Oct.
7 brought together his party's top-of-the-
ticket candidates — Democratic Senate
nominee Joseph Brennan, 2nd District in-
cumbent Rep. John Baldacci and 1st Dis-
trict challenger Tom Allen.
When Kemp made a brief campaign
visit to Boston on Friday, two Republic an
congressmen — Reps. Peter Torkildsen
and Peter Blute — and Gov. William Weld,
the GOP challenger to Democratic Sen.
John Kerry, were busy elsewhere.
A new poll shows Clinton's lead over
Dole could be slipping a bit nationally.
An ABC News tracking poll pegged
Clinton leading Dole 50 percent to 40
percent, down from a 55 percent to 38
percent spread in the same poll early last
week.
A Gallup tracking poll found Clinton
favored by 51 percent of likely voters, with
Dole scoring 36 percent. Earlier in the
week, the same survey suggested the gap
had narrowed to 9 percentage points.
The new polls were done partly before
and partly after the two candidates' second
debate on Wednesday.
Ross Perot trailed far behind in both
surveys, with support in the single digits.
• Tragedy
• lane bound for Maine crashes, eight dead
EEL RIVER CROSSING, New Brun-
swick (AP) — A twin-engine plane
bound for Maine crashed in a field and
exploded Sunday, killing all eight peo-
ple aboard.
Police said the Piper Navajo was on
its way to Bangor, Maine, from Anticos-
ti Island in Canada when it radioed it
was having mechanical problems.
Royal Canadian Mounted Police In-
spector Jim Payne said the victims were
many of them Massachu-Americans,
setts police officers returning from an
elk hunting trip on Anticosti, a remote
island in the St. Lawrence River. The
names of the victims were not released.
Sgt. David Tousignant of the Lowell
Police Department confirmed there
were three active officers and one re-
cently retired officer aboard. As for
civilians, "there was at least one, pos-
sibly two."
The plane was a charter with Telford
Aviation Inc. based in Waterville, Maine.
Non-Traditional Student
Women Scholarships
American Association
of University Women Book Award
Thursday Club Non-Traditional
Woman Student Scholarship
Applications Available at:
The Commuter Office
Second Floor, Memorial Union
Application Deadline October 31, 1996
THE CENTER FOR STUDENTS AND COMMUNITY LIFE
THE DIVISION OF STUDENT AFFAIRS
"We have no comment at this time and
we won't until everyone is aware of the
situation," said Travis Allen, a spokes-
man for Telford Aviation.
Michael Whalen, a volunteer fire-
man who arrived shortly after the crash,
said the plane was engulfed in flames.
He said it was obvious quickly that
no one survived.
"It took us a while to start seeing
people in there because of the smoke."
said Whalen. "But after everything was
wetted down we noticed the people were
all on board."
Whalen said the plane crashed short-
ly before noon, narrowly missing some
homes in Eel River Crossing, a tiny
community on New Brunswick's north-
ern shore 250 miles northeast of Bang-
Or.
The Piper was trying to head to near-
by Charlo airport but went down a few
miles away.
Monique Drapeau was in her home
when the plane exploded in a fireball
almost in her backyard.
"I ran to give help but there was
nothing I could do," Drapeau said. "I
could see a man burning but I couldn't
get close to the plane."
Drapeau ran back into her house but
was shaking so badly she couldn't dial
the phone.
"I yelled to a neighbor to call an
ambulance and in about three to five
minutes they were here, but there was
nothing we could do about it."
Investigators cordoned off the field
and covered the bodies in the blackened,
twisted wreckage with orange plastic
sheets.
Drapeau said she and others in the
neighborhood were lucky.
"It could have landed in my house, or
even in the garage — there's gas in there,"
she said. "We are the fortunate ones."
The Study Skills Program
Thursdays•3:15 p.m.
Totman Lounge•Memorial Union
October 24•Writing College Papers
Robert Whelan
A series of one-hour seminars designed to offer helpful
tips on improving a variety of your learning skills.
Free & open to the public.
Sponsored by Center fot Students & Community Life
STUDENTS, VOTE STEVENS NOV. 5TH
'Authorized and Paid for by the Committee to Re-Elect Kathleen Stevens, Jeannie Matava, Treasurer'
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High school player dies
OAKLEY, Kan. (AP) — A high school
football player was pronounced dead after
collapsing during a game in western Kan-
sas.
Kevin Zimmerman, a quarterback and
defensive back for Oakley High School,
came off the field in the fourth quarter with
about five minutes left in Friday night's
game against Hoisington, a high school in
central Kansas.
Zimmerman told coaches he needed to
be replaced, school officials said. He then
collapsed and was taken to the Logan County
Hospital, where he was pronounced dead 
The hospital would not release the cause
of his death.
Transactions
BASEBALL
American League
MILWAUKEE BREWERS—Named
CecilCooperdhectorofplayerdevelopment.
SEATFLEMARINERS—Announced a
one-year agreement with Memphis of the
Southern League.
BASKETBALL
National Basketball Association
CHARLUITE HORNETS—Signed G
Tony Smith.
NEW JERSEY NETS—Signed F Xavi-
er McDaniel.
ORLANDO MAGIC—Signed C Danny
Schayes.
FOOTBALL
National Football League
NEW ORLEANS SAINTS—Activated
TE Tony Johnson from the practice squad.
Waived G Don Willis.
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
BUFFALO SABRES—Agreed to terms
with RW Matthew Barna.by on a three-year
contract
OTTAWA SENATORS—Placed D
Sean Hill and D Stan Neckar on the injured
reserve list.
MLS Cup
FOXBORO, Mass. (AP) — FrIrlie Pope
headed in Marco Etcherverry' s comer kick
3 1/2 minutes into overtime to complete
D.C. United's rally from a two-goal defi-
cit to beat the Los Angeles Galaxy 3-2
Sunday in the inaugural MLS Cup.
All three of D.C.'s goals came off set
plays started by Etcheverry, and the first
two were scored by coach Bruce Arena's
second-half substitutes.
Colbert wins Senior title
EL DORADO HILLS, Calif. (AP) —
Jim Colbert won his fifth Senior PGA Tour
title of the year Sunday, shooting a 5-under-
par 67 in windy conditions fora five-stroke
victory in the Gold Rush Classic.
Colbert, an 18-time winner in six years
on the tour, earned $120,000 to take the
money lead from Hale Irwin with
$1,490,995. The 1995 money leader fin-
ished with a 14-under 202 total on the
Serrano Country Club.
• Football
Fein passes Black Bears to Homecoming win
By Scott Martin
Sports Editor
ORONO - The University of Maine foot-
ball team couldn't have picked a better time
to have its coming out party.
In front of a season-high 6,376 Home-
coming, fans the Black Bears rolled to their
second straight win and improved to 5-3
with a 34-20 victory over the 18th ranked
division I-AA team in the nation, the Uni-
versity of New Hampshire.
With the win Maine improved to 4-3 in
the Yankee Conference, including a 4-0
mark in the New England Division. UNH
dropped to 4-2, 2-2 in the conference.
Maine jumped out quickly, using its con-
tinually improving passing game to force
the Wildcats to play catch up. On the Black
Bears' second possession of the game and
with the ball on their own 17, quarterback
Mickey Fein lobbed a pass over Wildcat
cornerback Reggie Kenon into the hands of
wide receiver Rameek Wright 10 yards down
field. Wright never had to break stride and
ran 70 yards for the game's first touchdown.
Kenon stayed on Wright's back but couldn't
catch him as Wright sprinted into the end
zone.
"I thought he was going to catch me,"
said Wright, who finished with seven recep-
tions for 175 yards. "I didn't think I was
going to break it like that. I just beat him off
the ball and ran as fast as I could."
Maine head coach Jack Cosgrove added,
"Meek's touchdown was supposed to be a
three-step hitch. Meek knows if a guy gets
up in his face, he's going to on a fade ball,
and Mick just has to adjust the throw."
Fein and Wright hooked up all day. On
the Black Bears' first possession of the
See FOOTBALL on page 14
13
Maine wideout Rameek Wright runs away from UNH cornerback Reggie
Kenon for an 83-yard touchdown in the first half of the Black Bears' 34-20 win
Saturday. (Joe Lachowski Photo.)
• Field hockey
Maine smokes Hofstra, wins sixth straight
From Staff Reports
ORONO - The University of Maine
continues to roll, winning two games this
weekend to increase its winning streak to
six games. Maine now stands at 12-3 over-
Black Bear Annie Elkanich breaks toward the goal in Maine's 7-0 win over
Hofstra Friday. (Joe Lachowski Photo.)
all and 6-1 in America East.
Friday, the Black Bears smoked con-
ference foe Hofstra 7-0 behind a hat trick
by sophomore Dedra DeLilli. It was De-
s second hat trick of the season. She
also added an assist.
First-year forward Brianna Banks
opened the scoring with a DeLilli assist. It
was Banks' third goal of the season. De-
Lilli scored her first goal of the game with
8:17 remaining in the first half when Jeni
Turner fed a pass across the circle for the
goal. Heidi Spurling gave the Black Bears
a 3-0 lead at halftime, as she notched her
second goal of the season with 3:46 re-
maining in the first half.
In the second half, the Black Bears
scored four more goals to put the game
out of reach. Senior co-captain Dawn
Porter scored an unassisted goal with
48:24 remaining in the game. DeLilli
then scored two straight to give Maine a
6-0 lead. Senior forward Annie Elkanich
scored a breakaway goal at 69:45 when
she beat a couple defenders and Hofstra
goalie Amanda Mahndke to makeit 7-0.
Cindy Botett made one save for the
See FIELD HOCKEY on page 14
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Football from page 13
second quarter, Fein hit Wright for six yards,
giving Maine the ball on UNH's 32. After a
holding penalty, Fein hit Wright for 32 yards,
which led to a 2-yard TD pass to tight end
Mitch Maury, giving the Black Bears a 13-
6 lead with 13:27 remaining in the first half.
After a UNH punt, Fein and Wright hooked
up twice, first for 34 yards down the right
sideline, and then for nine yards down the
left sideline. On that drive, tailback Andre
Pam rushed for 30 yards, including a 2-yard
TD run.
"There were some weaknesses in the
secondary, but they looked pretty solid on
defense," Fein said. "We just tried to play
our game and make big plays here and
there."
This passing attack isn't entirely new to
the Black Bears, but Maine does play rather
conservative on offense. The Black Bears
have averaged 180.3 yards rushing a game
this season, and passes for 173.8 yards a
game. The emergence of Fein, Wright and
John Tennett are directly responsible for
this Maine offensive weapon.
"That first play (the 83-yard TD) was out
of character for us a little bit," Maine head
coach Jack Cosgrove said. "These two guys
(Wright and Fein) have been ripping the
coach all season wanting to throw it long.
I've been a little conservative.
"But today we had a plan going in. We
thought we could throw the ball vertically a
little bit," Cosgrove added. "Specifically,
John Tennett caught a few deep balls, and I
thought we did a great job getting the ball to
him."
UNH much like Maine, tried to run its
same offensive sets with a little twist. UNH
running back Jerry Azumah was coming off
a 248-yard game a week earlier against
Lehigh. Maine's game plan didn't change to
combat Azumah; the Black Bears continued
to play eight-man fronts. UNH used two
tight ends the majority of the game to try to
combat Maine's fronts, and was unsuccess-
ful. Aziumah gained only 73 yards, and the
Wildcats managed a total of only 105.
"I thought we had to (play a second tight
end) because they were putting eight men on
the line of scrimmage," UNH head coach
Bill Bowes said. "We thought we needed an
extra blocker to run the football. We didn't
do a real effective job."
Field hockey from page 13
Black Bears. Mahandke made 23 saves for
5-9, 1-4 Hofstra.
Sunday, DeLilli scored again and Botett
recorded her fourth shutout of the season
as Maine won its sixth straight game.
DeLilli chipped in a centering pass
from Heidi Spurling with 32:05 remain-
ing in the second half. Botett made three
saves for the Black Bears. Mandy Reale
made 13 saves as Drexel dropped to 5-11,
1-6 in America East.
The Maine Campus recycles.
Share it with a friend.
The Maine Campus
Family Fun Night
Sponsored by Recreational Sports
7 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.
Memorial Gym
Open to students, facul .& staff families
•
Come to RELAX, RECREATE &
have a wholesome evening of
FAMILY FUN!!!!
October 25th
To Include:
Free Refreshments
Games
Movies for Children
Badminton
Racquetball
Squash
Volleyball
Walking/Jogging
**"
7:30-9:30 p.m.
Open House at Latti
Fitness Center
8:30-10p.m.
Line-dancing Lessons
9-10:30p.m.
Open Swim
Call 581-1082 or 1234 for more information if needed
UMalne's thrice-weekly newspaper
Black Bear Andre Pam (6) dives over the pile and into the end zone,
putting Maine ahead 27-13 in the third quarter of Maine's 34-20 win
Saturday. (Joe Lachowski Photo.)
• Roundup
Black Bears split pair
From Staff Reports
ORONO - The University of Maine wom-
en's soccer team beat Hofstra Saturday to for its
record-tying sixth victory, 3-0.
With the win, the Black Bears improved to
6-6, 2-3 in America East
Sophie Lecot scored a pair of goals, includ-
ing her team leading llth of the season. Rennee
Bussell added a pair of assists. Junior forward
Jill Cassie scored on an assist from Katie DeSte-
fano.
SheliaFenderson made four saves forMaine,
and Hofstra's Jean Hodennarslcy had seven.
Hofstra dropped to 5-9, 0-5 in America Fast.
Sunday, Erica Keller scored with 1:391eft to
give Stony Brook a 3-2 win over the Black
Bears. It ended a two game winning streak for
Maine.
Kristi Detor andAllison Berfuens also scored
for the Seawolves.
Lecot and Bussell hooked up again, with
Lecot scoring her 12th goal of the season. Jill
Cassie also scored for the Black Bears.
Heidi Dombrock made seven saves for the
6-7 Black Bears and Jodi Yerys and Jamie
Owens combined to make 14 saves for Stony
Broolc
Men's soccer
Dominic Willock scored halfway through
the first half as the University of Hartford beat
UMaine Saturday afternoon.
The goal came at 27:35 when Adrian Weeks
directed a ball on a header to Willocic, whose
shot from 15 yards and inside the left side of the
box sailed past Maine keeper Nathon Beniot
inside the left post for the score.
Maine dropped to 3-8-1, 1-3-1 in America
East Hartford improvedto 11-3-1,4-1 in Amer-
ica East.
UMaine Sports: the victory the defeat, the pride.
Read it in Sports.
The Maine Campus
Have you ever wanted to wear contacts?
Do you haw problem reading the chalkboard?
Dr. John Gaetani, from Gaetani Eye Care Associates at
569 Stillwater Avenue, Old Town, is now offering his
services at Cutler Health Center.
Dr. Gaetani will be offering comprehensive
eye exams as well as eye glass prescriptions
and contact lens fittings.
Students can call Cutler Health Center at 581-4179
to make appointments
for Tuesdays and Thursdays 8a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Exams can be billed to student accounts
$45.00 or $35.00 with Access Val Net
Faculty and staff are encouraged to contact
Dr. Gaetani at his Old Town office, at 827-2616.
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• Ice hockey
Shermerhorn
hat trick leads
Maine to win
SAULT STE. MARIE, Mich. (AP) —
Dan Shermerhorn scored three goals in the
second period, the second sparking four
goals by Maine in a 3:01 span, as the Black
Bears beat Lake Superior State 7-4 on Sun-
day.
Shermerhorn had two of Maine's three
power-play goals, but it was his even-strength
goal that got the Black Bears (1-1) going.
The Lakers (1-2-1) led 3-2 when Sherm-
erhorn tied it with an unassisted goal at
14:56 of the second period. Reg Cardinal
scored a power-play goal 77 seconds later.
Nils Satterstrom made it 5-3 with a goal
48 seconds later. Shermerhorn completed
the four-goal spree with a power-play goal
56 seconds later.
Scott Parmentier also had a pair of goals
for the Black Bears.
Bryan Fuss scored twice for the Lakers,
Trevor Demmans had a goal and an assist
and Mitch Lane also scored.
Alfie Michaud made 12 saves for Maine.
John Grahame stopped 26 for the Lakers.
WMEB College
Hockey Poll
Team
1.Michigan
2. Vermont
3. Boston Univ.
4. Colorado Coll.
5. Minnesota
6. Bowling Green
7. Michigan St.
8. Clarkson
9. New Hampshire
10. North Dakota
Points Last poll
80 4
72 9
64 2
52 1
44 5
32
32 7
28
9
9
MICE
Does Your Heart Good.
4
American Heart 9
Association
• NFL
Dallas slides by Atlanta with 60 yard pass
(AP) - Both the Cowboys and Dol-
phins said the right things about not look-
ing ahead this week to their showcase
meeting next week.
Still, it took a 60-yard pass from Troy
Aikman to Kelvin Martin for Dallas to
beat winless Atlanta 32-28 at Texas Sta-
dium. And Jimmy Johnson and Miami
were beaten 35-28 in Philadelphia as
Johnson reject Irving Fryar caught four
touchdown passes for the Eagles.
All this came a week before Johnson
meets the Cowboys for the first time
since he and Jerry Jones parted ways
after two Super Bowl victories.
"We had to have this game," Aikman
said. "A lot will be made out of our game
against Jimmy but it doesn't matter who
we're going to play. We're 4-3 and can't
afford to lose to anybody."
In other early games Sunday, the
Washington Redskins held on to beat the
New York Giants 31-21; Carolina beat
New Orleans 19-7, and New England
beat Indianapolis 27-9.
In late games, Baltimore was at Den-
ver; Buffalo at the New York Jets; Cin-
cinnati at San Francisco; Jacksonville at
St. Louis; Pittsburgh at Houston, and
Tampa Bay at Arizona.
Oakland is at San Diego Monday night.
Kansas City beat Seattle 34-16 Thurs-
day night.
Chicago Detroit, Green Bay and Min-
nesota are off.
At Texas Stadium, Morten Anderson
kicked five field goals, including a 37-
yarder with 7:09 left that put the Falcons
(0-7) ahead 28-25.
But Aikman brought the Cowboys
back, hitting Deion Sanders with a 19-
yard pass and finding Martin in stride for
the game-winner. Martin, reacquired by
Dallas early this season, broke free up the
middle for his first score as a Cowboy
since 1992.
"I'm proud of the way we rallied.
This was the reason I wanted us to go
after K-Mart after Michael Irvin got sus-
pended," Aikman said as the Cowboys
DUBAY AUTO PARTS
1NAPAINTO PARTS 15 Old S:oWat,ermSEt.04468
INMOV® 40/11111Nommommumer 
827-5593
We Keep America Running."
. , ,„„  Hours: 
• 1 kr/o off any purchase: Mon.-Fri. 7a.m.-5:30p.m.
• • Sat: 8a.m.-5p.m.
. with your student I.D. . sun: 9a.m._3p.m.
• •
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • e • • • •
went over .500 for the first time this
season.
Eagles 35, Dolphins 28
Fryar, told to seek work elsewhere by
Johnson in Miami, caught TD passes of
38, 2, 36 and 12 yards from Ty Detmer,
who was making his second start in place
of the injured Rodney Peete.
"They probably still don't want me
back — now more so than ever," Fryar
said.
Ricky Watters chipped in with 173
yards on 25 carries, including a 49-yard
touchdown run with 2:28 left in the game
that gave the Eagles (5-2) a 35-21 lead in
the game at Veterans Stadium.
The defense limited the Dolphins (4-
3) to 93 yards on the ground. They also
sacked Craig Erickson four times and
intercepted him once.
Panthers 19, Saints 7
Anthony Johnson, replacing the in-
jured Tshimanga Biakabutuka, had his
third consecutive 100-yard rushing game.
It was the fourth win without a loss at
Ericsson Stadium for Carolina (5-2),
which has allowed just three touchdowns
and 33 points in their new $187 million
facility.
John Kasay kicked four field goals for
the Panthers.
The Saints (2-6) led 7-6 at halftime,
but were held to 62 yards in the second
half.
Redskins 31, Giants 21
At RFK Stadiumm, Terry Allen scored
three touchdowns and Darrell Green re-
turned an interception 68 yards for an-
other score in the first half to give the
Redskins (6-1) a 28-0 lead.
That was enough to hold off a furious
New York rally. Dave Brown, who fin-
ished two yards shy of his first 300-yard
NFL game, threw for two touchdowns
and Tyrone Wheatley ran for one. It took
a 45-yard field goal by Scott Blanton to
ice the game after New York (2-5) had
pulled within seven.
Patriots 27, Colts 9
Curtis Martin ran for two touchdowns
and the Patriots turned two Indianapolis
fumbles into TDs. A third fumble cost the
Colts a possible touchdown of their own.
A 42-yard punt return by David Meg-
gett set up a 44-yard field goal by the
Patriots' Adam Vinatieri, and the Colts
(5-2) three times lost the ball on downs.
New England (4-3) broke open the
game in the third quarter after rookie
Marrio Grier recovered a fumble by Colts
rookie Marvin Harrison on a punt return
at the Indianapolis 17. Martin then ran
four times, scoring his first touchdown
from the 1 for a 17-6 New England lead.
Catching (Pays all University students.
Tanning & Fitness Center ,
aPso ottektog 25 South Main Street
Old Town,ME
827-2456Complete Hair & Nail Care
10% discount on services to
Aerobics Monday-Thursday Evenings
Beginning October 1st: Mon-Fri, 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat 12 p.m.-5 p.m.
Hockey Tickets
Student Distribution
*Tuesday, October 24 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
at Alfond Ticket Office
*Blue Line Club Distribution
Monday, October 23 9:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
in Memorial Union
*Also Look for Blue Line Club Membership Table in
the Memorial Union on Tuesday, October 24*
Re-Elect Kathleen Stevens Nov. 5th
.UM Graduate Student
*Member of 116th and 117th Maine Legislatures
*Member of Joint Standing Committee on Education
*Prime Sponsor of "An Act To Establish a U.M .
Scholarship Fund"
•Sponsor of the Higher Education Tax Credit Bill
.Leading advocate for funding for U.M.
Representative Kathleen Stevens
‘1.....Ittp://www.agate.net/-1(stevens/
*Authorized and Paid for the Committee to Re-Elect Kathleen Stevens, Jeanne Matava, Treasuret,..9
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• Golf
Smith disqualified for illegal grip, Woods wins
LAKE BUENA VISTA, Fla. (AP) —
Tiger Woods had yet another incredible mo-
ment in his incredible run on the PGA Tour,
winning a dramatic 18-hole duel with Payne
Stewart on Sunday in the Disney Classic.
Woods shot a 6-under-par 66 at the Mag-
nolia Course to finish at 21-under par. It was
one stroke ahead of Stewart, whose 10-foot
birdie putt for a tie at No. 18 grazed the left lip
of the cup.
Taylor Smith, a 29-year-old tour rookie
seeking his first tour victory, also finished at
21-under, but was disqualified for having an
illegal grip on his putter.
Smith was notified of the disqualification
on the ninth hole when he was 18-under and
trailing Woods by two strokes. Tour officials
allowed him to keep playing while he ap-
pealed, and he made an 8-foot birdie putt on
No, 18.
Smith used a putter that was slightly long-
er than normal and had two grips that were
not equally round, a violation of Rule 4-1c.
Smith's appeal to the USGA was denied.
The $216,000 winner's check gave Woods
$734,794 in just seven pro starts. He is No. 23
on the money list, which qualifies him for
next week's Tour Championship at Southern
Hills in Tulsa, Olda.
"He can do things that I can't do," Stew-
art said.
Woods, who won his first pro title two
weeks ago in Las Vegas and finished second
last week in the Texas Open, has had an
unprecedented run of success since he turned
professional eight weeks ago after winning
his third straight U.S. Amateur title.
"I was just hoping to get my card,"
Woods said, standing on the 18th green with
the Disney character "Tigger."
"I had seven chances, and if I couldn't get
my card I was going to go to Q-school," he
said. —Luckily, I was playing real well com-
ing off the Amateur."
Woods learned of Smith's disqualifica-
tion after the round.
"I'm sorry that happened to Taylor that
way," he said.
Woods had to fight 18 holes against Stew-
art, a winner of seven tournaments and two
major championships.
They began the round at 15 under, one off
the lead. Stewart hit every green in regula-
tion. Woods missed only one, on the first hole
when he hit into a fairway bunker, played a
draw through a chute of trees into a greenside
bunker and saved par with a 15-foot putt.
"That was the biggest putt all day,"
Woods said.
Woods had three three-putts, including
one from 50 feet on No. 9 that dropped him
back to 19 under in a tie with Stewart.
Woods made a 12-foot birdie putt on the
par-5 10th hole, then gave it back with a
three-putt from 25 feet. He took the lead for
good on the par-3 12th with a 9-iron from 159
yards that stopped 18 inches from the hole.
Stewart knew he couldn't keep up with
Woods' length and played a smart round,
hitting the fairways in the right spots and
leaving himself good chances of birdies.
He simply couldn't will them into the cup.
Stewart had only two putts longer than 15 feet
all day, but made only five of the short ones.
Woods nearly let the tournament get away.
His 10-foot birdie putt on No. 17 ran 5 feet
past the hole, and he missed it coming back to
reduce his lead to one.
With the gallery five deep on No. 18 and
some people sticking their heads through
the mesh from under the bleachers, Woods
left his 25-foot birdie putt about 18 inches
short, then had to wait as Stewart missed his
birdie chance.
The Maine Campus Classifieds
help wanted
Spring Break! Earn cash! High
commissions/low prices! Work for SST!
Travel free! Sunsplash 800-426-7710
Senior or Junior Business Majors
who want to own their own business
someday. Assiting me this semester &
next semester in business classes and
work on my business idea. I am
establishing a business which may turn
into a profitable summer or full-time
job after graduation. For a personal
interview, call William Picard 1-7170
Tropical resorts hiring- entry-level +
career positions available worldwide
(Hawaii, Mexico, Caribbean, etc.)
Waitstaff, housekeepers, scuba dive
leaders, fitness counselors, and
more. Call Resort Employment
Services 1-206-971-3600 ext. R50675
Cruise ships now hiring- earn up to
$2000+/month working on cruise
ships or land-tour companies.
World travel. Seasonal + full time
employment available. No experi-
ence necessary. For more informa-
tion call 1-206-971-3550 ext.
C50675
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT- Fishing
Industry. earn up to $3,000-$6,000+
per month Room + Board! Transporta-
tion! Male/Female. No experience
necessary! (206) 971-3510 ext A50676
Eastern Europe Jobs- Teach basic
conversational English in Prague,
Budapest, or Krakow. No teaching
certificate or European languages
required. In expensive Room +
Board + benefits. For more info.
Call : (206) 971-3680 ext. K50673
***FREE TRIPS + CASH!*** Find out
how hundreds of Student Representa-
tives are already earning FREE TRIPS
and lots of cash with America's #1
Spring Break Company! Sell only 15
trips and travel free! Cancun, Baha-
mas, Mazatlan, Jamaica or Florida!
Stop by the 4th floor Chadbourne Hall
for your classified ad.
for sale
House for sale unique 2 br 1
bath 500 sq ft house in
Greenbush. In excellent condi-
tion $27000 941-9531 
94 AST Computer w/14" VGA
monitor & printer, 250MG HD,
4MG RAM, INT. FAX, lots of
lost and found
Set of keys found in women's bath-
room in Dunn Hall on 10/2. Call 947-
1467 to claim.
miscellaneous
SPRINGBREAK '97! Cancun, Jamaica,
& Florida. Campus Reps & Group
Organizers EARN FREE TRIPS &
CASH.... Call us today 1-800-700-
0790
Free Pizza at the U-Maine Amateur
Radio Club info meeting. Find out
who/what we R. 10/21 6pm 153
Barrows.
Bear Brew Pub welcomes you back
with dollar draft nights Mon-Wed after
9pm this week: Octoberfest beer.
Need college$? Consider private
sector scholarships. Free recorded
message gives details. 288-7655
CRASH!!! On Wed Oct. 16 someone
hit a red 1990 camaro parked in the
commuter parking lot between Alfond
& Dunn and left the scene. If anybody
has any insight to this, please call 581-
8469.
Free calling card! Call anywhere in
USA for .16/min.! Call 1-800-589-
8893 to apply.
HELP! I was once a pretty red camaro
until I became a victim of hit&run.
Anybody see what hit me? 1-8469
Attention all students!!! Grants,
scholarships, aid available from
sponsors!!! No repayments, ever!!!
For more info! 1-800-243-2435
Niman's Big & Tall Men's Shop 25
Washington St. Penobscot Plaza. Clio
ad and save 20%. Call 942-4980.
Orono Farmers Market! Tues+ Sat 8-
1 steam plant parking lot...pumpkins,
apples, coffee & bagels
$6 billion in public and private sector
grants & scholarships is now avail-
able. All students are eligible. Let us
help. For more info. call: 1-800-263-
6495 ext. F50675
apartments
Orono- heated 1&2 B.R. Apts walkin
distance to UMO 866-2816
•
Housemates wanted for spacious
modern home in downtown Orono. 8
Lg rooms 2 bath $250 share ut. 866-
3310
Orono- Furn. rooms two minute
walk to UMO 866-7888
Dorm-style rooms only $185 per
month, per person. On campus
everything included. No alcohol.
8 66-02 83
Apts for rent available Jan. 1 Call
866-2516 or 941-9113. No pets,
walking distance to campus.
personals
Students for Stevens Encourage all
Students to vote... Election Day is Nov.
5th
Are you in a University band?
Consider TBE, Band Service
Soroity. October 21th @
6:00pm, Rm. 100, CSPA!
Have you heard? The drink
out is coming- Oct 2 1-2 5
Sponsered by the Greek Peer
Eds!!
Come to the Maine Campus, 4th floor
Chadbourne Hall for all your advertising
needs; classifieds and display advertise-
ments. For more info: 1-1273
Astrology & Tarot card
readings also psychic & pal
readings 945-4815 Bangor.
$5.00 off with this coupon.
I- Party's Candidate for State
Representative is Ralph
Coffman...He will represent
you  not them----
I-Party we know what it
takes!! and you do too...
There's still time!!! Join the
Independents... 82 7-6 2 1 2
Join us or get out of the 
way....  Independent Party
for Maine . Box 345
Stillwater 04489. Do it now
8 2 7-6 2 1 2
I-Party now you can too. Help
your party be heard. Take
control over your Univer-
sity.  Register to vote!! 
I-Party now u can 2. This 
University needs a swift
kick in the ass of the Admin-
istration and the Trustees,
I-Party We kick ass and 
we know whose ass needs 
kicking...Get involved in your
future!!! 827-6212
The Administration at the
Univ. of Maine needs their
royal asses kicked right the
hell out of here! 
It's time the students had a 
say in how and for what their 
money is being spent on.  Join
the I-party and U can party 2
I-Party the independent party for
Maine can show you how to
straighten it all out. Box 345 Stillwater
04489
Have a complaint or want to respond
to an editorial in the Maine Campus,
get on the BBS and e-mail to the
Maine Campus folder and its letters to
the editor section.
Save up tO 90% on calling card calls! Only
18.9 cents\minute, no monthly minimums,
For more info: 942-973, 24 hrs a da
3 days • 3 lines • 3 bucks
